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A semigroup S (with zero) is called a right inverse semigroup if every 
(nonnull) principal left ideal of S has a unique idempotent generator. A set of 
equivalent statements that characterize right inverse semigroups S are given. 
It is shown that (1) a homomorphic image of S is a right inverse semigroup, 
(2) the regular representation and the Schtitzenberger representation M of S are 
faithful, (3) (under suitable hypotheses) the method used by Preston to embed 
an inverse semigroup T in Xr can be extended to give a faithful representation 
of S in Bs , and (4) So is a primitive right inverse semigroup if and only if it is 
a O-direct union of right Brandt semigroups. Representations of a left inverse 
semigroup S by one-to-one transformations of S are obtained. 
A semigroup S is an inverse semigroup if and only if every principal left 
and every principal right ideal of S has a unique idempotent generator 
[l, 4, 51. 
By splitting the left-right symmetry in inverse semigroups we define left 
(right) inverse semigroups. A semigroup S is called a right inwerse smigmup 
if every principal left ideal of S has a unique idempotent generator. Right 
inverse semigroups are a natural generalization of inverse semigroups and 
right groups. 
We give a set of equivalent statements that characterize right inverse 
semigroups S. We obtain representations of S by (partial) transformations 
of S. We show that (i) under suitable hypotheses, the method used by Preston 
[l, 61 to embed an inverse semigroup T in 9r can be extended to give a 
faithful representation of S in Bs and (ii) S with zero is a primitive inverse 
semigroup if and only if it is a O-direct union of right Brandt semigroups. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES 
Two elements a and 6 of a semigroup are said to be inverses of each other 
if a = aba and b = bab. For any element a in a regular semigroup S the 
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set F, of inverses of a is not empty. S is an inverse semigroup if for any a in S 
the set F, consists of a single element [l]. 
DEFINITION. A semigroup S (with zero) is called a right inverse semigroup 
(with zero) if every (nonnull) principal left ideal of S has a unique idempotent 
generator. Dually a left inverse semigroup is defined. 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions on a regular semigroup S with zero 
are equivalent. 
(A) eSnfS==efS(=feS)f or any two nonzero idempotents e, f of S. 
(B) fef = effor any two nonzero idempotents e, f of S. 
(C) If a’ and a” are inverses of the nonzero element a of S then a’a = a”a. 
(D) For any nonzero idempotent e of S the set F, (of inverses of e) is a 
right zero subsemigroup of S. 
(E) Let e2 = e and x be nonzero elements of S and x’ an inverse of x. Then 
x E Se implies x’ E eS. 
(F) S is a right inverse semigroup. 
Proof. Assume (A). Let e, f be nonzero idempotents of S. Then efS _C f S 
and so fef = ef, giving (B). 
Assume (B). Let a’ and a” be inverses of the nonzero elements a of S. 
Then a’aa”a = a’a. By (B) we get a”a(a’aa”a) = a’aa”a, that is a”a = a’a 
giving (C). 
Assume (C). Let e be a nonzero idempotent of S and x E F, . Then e = exe 
and x = xex. As eee = e, by (C) we have xe = ee = e. Now x = xex = ex 
and x2 = exex = ex = x. Thus any inverse of an idempotent is an idempotent. 
Further lety E F, . Then ye = e, ey = y and xy = x(ey) = ey = y. Therefore, 
Fe is a right zero subsemigroup of S, proving (D). 
Assume (D). Let a’ and a” be inverses of the nonzero element a of S. 
Always t = a’a and u = a”a are inverses of each other. By (D) we get 
a’a = t = ut = a”aa’a = a”a. Thus (D) implies (C). Now let e2 = e and x 
be nonzero elements of S, and x’ an inverse of x. Let x E Se. Then xe = x 
and therefore both x’ and ex’ are inverses of x. By (C) we have x’x = (ex’)x 
and this gives x’ = ex’ E eS, proving (E). 
Assume (E). As S is regular every nonnull principal left ideal is generated 
by an idempotent. Let e and f be nonzero idempotents of S and let Se = Sf. 
Thene=efandf=feESe.By(E)wegetf~eS.Sowehavef=ef=e, 
proving (F). 
Assume (F). Let a’ and a” be inverses of the nonzero element a of S. 
Then Sa = Sa’a = Sa”a. By (F) we get a’a = a”a. So (F) implies (C) and 
the conditions (C)-(F) are equivalent. Now let e, f be nonzero idempotents 
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of S. If ef = 0 there is nothing to prove. So let ef # 0. We first show that ef is 
an idempotent. Let x be an inverse of ef. Then ef = efxef and x = xefx. 
Therefore fx and xe are also inverses of ef. By (C) we have x(ef) = fx(ef) and 
hence x = xefx = (fxef )x = fx. Now x = xefx = (xe)(fx) = xex and hence 
xe is an idempotent. As ef is an inverse of the idempotent xe, by (D) we get 
ef is an idempotent. Nowfef is an idempotent and Sef = Sefef = Sfef. By (F) 
we have fef = ef. This implies ef S C eS n f S. 
The reverse inequality follows directly, proving (A). 
COROLLARY. If e and f are nonzero idempotents of a right inverse semigroup 
S with zero then (i) ef is an idempotent and (ii) ef = fe if and only Se n Sf = 
Sef (= Sfe). 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a right inverse semigroup with zero. 
(1) Let e be a nonzero idempotent of S. Then x E F, implies F, = F, . 
(2) Let a’, b’ respectively be inverses of a, b in S. Then ba = 0 if and only 
if a’b’ = 0. 
(3) F,F, C F,, for any a, b in S. 
(4) F$J = F,$ for any a, b in S. 
Proof. (1) Let XEF, . By (D) of Theorem 1 we have x2 = x = ex and 
xe=e.LetyEFE.Theny2=y=xyandyx=x.Nowye=yxe=xe=e 
and ey = exy = xy = y. Soy is an inverse of e and we get F, C F, . As x E F, 
implies e E F, the reverse inequality follows by symmetry. 
(2) If a or b is zero there is nothing to prove. Let a # 0 and b # 0. 
Now let ba # 0. Then b’baa’ is a nonzero idempotent and so a’b’ # 0. 
Similarly the converse follows. Hence ba = 0 if and only if a’b’ = 0. 
(3) This follows from [8]. 
(4) Let a, b E S and ab f 0. From (3) we have F,,F$ CF,,S. Let 
x E FabS. Then x = (ab)‘s for some s E S. As (ab)’ and b’a’ both are inverses 
of ab, by (C) of Theorem 1 we get (ab)‘ab = b’a’ab. Now x = (ab)‘s = 
(ab)‘ab(ab)‘s = b’a’ab(ab)‘s EF,F,S. This g ives the reverse inequality, and 
hence (4). 
Remark 1. If S is a left inverse semigroup with zero then (l), (2), and (3) 
of Lemma 1 hold. Instead of (4) we have the relation SF,F, = SF,, for all 
a, b in S. 
2. PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENTS 
LEMMA 2. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of a right inverse semigroup S with 
zero. Then the following statements are equivalent, 
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(A) e is a primitive idempotent of S. 
(B) Se is a O-minimal eft ideal of S. 
(C) Iff is any nonzero idempotent of S thenfe = 0 or fe = e. 
Proof. (A) and (B) are equivalent in a regular semigroup S [2], and 
clearly (C) implies (A). Now assume (A). Let fe # 0 for a nonzero idempotent 
f of S. Then by (B) of Theorem 1 we have e(fe) = (fe)e = fe. As fe is a 
nonzero idempotent and e is primitive we get fe = e, proving (C). 
A right inverse semigroup S with zero is primitive if each of its nonzero 
idempotents is primitive. From Lemma 2 and [lo] we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A semigroup S with zero is a primitive right inverse semtgroup 
if and only if S is a O-direct union of right Brandt semigroups. 
COROLLARY. A semigroup S (S with zero) is a completely simple (O-simple) 
right inverse semigroup tf and only if it is a right group (right Brandt semigroup). 
Remark 2. From Theorem 1 it follows that the direct product A x B 
of two semigroups A and B is a right inverse semigroup if and only if each 
direct factor is a right inverse semigroup. From [lo] we have the result that 
a semigroup S is both a right inverse semigroup and a union of groups if and 
only if every 9X’-class of S is a right group. Now let G be a group and E be a 
right inverse band. Then G x E is both a right inverse semigroup and a 
union of groups. 
3. REPMENTATIONS BY (PARTIAL) TRANSFORMATIONS 
We show first that a homomorphic image of a right inverse semigroup is 
also a right inverse semigroup. Then we obtain representations of right/left 
inverse semigroups S by (partial) transformations of S. 
Theorem 3(l) below is a special case of [3, Lemma 2.21. 
THEOREM 3. Let 4: S + T be a homomorphism of the right inverse semi- 
group S onto the semigroup T. Then 
(1) Any idempotent t of T is the image of an idempotent of S, and F,+-l 
is a right inverse subsemigroup of S. 
(2) T is a right inverse semigroup. 
(3) 4 maps any inverse of an element of S onto an inverse of the image of 
that element. 
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Proof. Clearly T is regular. Let t be an idempotent of T. Then tQ1 is a 
subsemigroup of S. Let Q E t+-l and Q’ an inverse of a. Let x = a’$. Now 
a = ua’u and a’ = u’uu’ give t = txt and x = xtx. Also by (B) of Theorem 1 
we have uu’(a’uuu’) = u’uuu’ and u’u(aa’u’u) = uu’u’u. From them we 
obtain tx2tx = xtx and xtx? = tx?. That is tx2 = x and x2t = xt. Therefore 
t = txt = t(x2t) = xt = (a’+ and x2 = x = tx. Thus every idempotent 
of T is the image of an idempotent of S. So (2) follows from (B) of Theorem 1. 
Now let a, b E F,+-1. Then a+ = t, and b$ = t, for some t, , t, E Ft. By 
(D) of Theorem 1 we have (ub)$ = t,t, = t, . Further if a’ is an inverse of a 
then as shown above a’$ is an inverse of tl and by (1) of Lemma 1 we have 
~‘4 E Ft . So we get (1). (3) follows directly. 
COROLLARY. Let A be an ideal of the semigroup S. Then S is u right inverse 
semigroup if and only if A and the Rees quotient S/A are both right inverse 
semigroups. 
Proof. Let A be an ideal of the semigroup S. Then S/A is a homomorphic 
image of S. Further a E A if and only if F, C A. Now the result follows from 
Theorem 3. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then the direct sum M(M*) of all the 
(dual) Schiitzenberger representations of S is a faithful representation of S 
L71. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a right inverse semigroup. Then 
(1) S is left reductive. (Hence the regular representation a-+ pa of S 
is faithful). 
(2) Ifs and t ure elements of S such that s and t have a common inverse 
and s8t then s = t. (Hence the direct sum M of all the Schiitzenberger representu- 
tions of S is faithful). 
Proof. (1) Let a, b E S and let xu = xb for all x E S. Then taking x = a’ 
(an inverse of a), and x = b’ in turn we get u’u = u’b and b’u = b’b. Now 
b’bu’ub’b = b’b(u’b)b’b = (b’b)(u’b) = (b’u)(u’u) = b’u = b’b and u’ub’b = 
(u’b)(b’b) = u’b. By (B) of Theorem 1 we have b’b(u’ub’b) = u’ub’b. Therefore 
b’b = u’b. Further ub’ub’ = u(b’b)b’ = ub’. So ub’ is an idempotent and hence 
by (B) of Theorem 1 we have bb’ub’bb’ = ub’bb’. As b’u = b’b we get bb’ = ub’. 
Now a = uu’u = u(u’b) = u(b’b) = (bb’)b = b, proving (1). 
(2) Let s and t satisfy the hypothesis of (2) and let x be a common 
inverse of s and t. Then by (B) of Theorem 1 we have sx = tx. As Ss = Sxs 
and St = Sxt, from s2’t and the hypothesis on S we get xs = xt. Thus 
s = sxs = (tx)s = t(xt) = t, proving (2). From [I] it follows that M is 
faithful. 
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LEMMA 3. Let S be a right inverse semigroup. Then SbF,a’a _C SbF, for 
all a, b E S and a’ E F, if and only if for any idempotents e, f in S there exists 
an idempotent g in S such that g92f and feg = fe. 
Proof. For the if part, let a, b E S, a’ E F, and x~SbF,a’a. Then x = sbb’a’a 
for some s E S and b’ EF~ . Set e = a’a and f = bb’. By hypothesis there 
exists an idempotent g E S such that g.2f and feg = fe. Now x = sfe = sfeg = 
(sfe)gbb’g = (sfegb)b’g E SF,, , since b’g E Fb . Hence SbF,, a’a C SbF, . 
As for the only if part, let e, f be idempotents of S and e’ E F, . By hypothesis 
SfFfe’e C SfFf and hence fe E SF, and feg = fe for some g E F, . Now the 
result follows from (D) of Theorem 1. 
By a partial transformation of a set X we mean a mapping 4 (not necessarily 
one-to-one) of a subset Y of X upon a subset Y$ of X. The set W(X) of all 
partial transformations of X is a weakly inverse semigroup [9]. The symmetric 
inverse semigroup on the set X [l] is an inverse subsemigroup of W(X). 
The following theorem answers the question whether the method used by 
Preston [l], [6] to embed an inverse semigroup S in the symmetric inverse 
semigroup 3s will extend to give a faithful representation of a right inverse 
semigroup S in the semigroup g,s of all binary relations on the set S. 
THEOREM 5. Let S be a right inverse semigroup. For each a in S let pa be 
the mapping defined by p a : x -+ xa of SaF,( = SF,) into SFaa (= Sa’a where 
a’ E F,). Then the mapping a ---f pa of S into W(S) is an isomorphism if and only 
if SF,F, = SF,, and SbF,a’a C SbF, for all a, b E S and a’ E F, . 
Proof. Clearly pa E W(S). That pa in general is not one-to-one follows 
from (C) of Theorem 1. 
Let the conditions be satisfied. We show that the mapping a + pa is an 
isomorphism of S into W(S). The proof of (1) of Theorem 4 shows that 
a + pa is one-to-one. Now the proof follows if we show that papb and pab have 
the same domain. 
The domain of pa6 is SF,, . That of papa is (Sa’a CI SbFb)pil where this set 
is the total original of the set Sa’a n SbF,, under the mapping pa . Now if 
x E Sa’a n SbF, then x = xa‘a = xbb’ = xbb’a’a E SbF,a’a where b’ E Fb . 
On the other hand by hypothesis SbF,a’a _C SbF, and always SbF,a’a _C Sa’a. 
Hence Sa’a n SbF, = SbF,,a’a. 
Now let x E Sa’a. Then xF,a = x and we get xF, _C xp;;’ . If y E xp, then 
ya = x and y E SaF, . So we have y = yaa” = xa” EXF, where a” EF, and 
hence xp-’ = xF, . Thus (Sa’a n SbF,)p;’ = (SbFba’a)F, = SF,F, = SF,, , 
by hypothesis. 
Conversely let the mapping a --+ pa be an isomorphism of S into W(S). 
Let a, b E S and a’ E F, . Then papb and paa have the same domain. So SF,, = 
(Sa’a n SbFJp;’ = (Sa’a n SbF,)F, _C SbF,F, = SF,F, , giving SF,, C 
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SF,Pcz - The reverse inequality follows from Lemma 1 and we have 
SF,, = SF,,Fa. 
Now let e, f be idempotents in S. Then SF,, = SF,F, C SF, and hence 
there exists an idempotent g E F, such that feg = fe and gS#f. Now the result 
follows from Lemma 3. 
Remark 3. Let S be a right group. Then (i) Fpa = Fab and (ii) 
bF,a’a c bF, for any a, b E S and a’ E F, . (Hence the mapping a + pa of 
Theorem 5 is an isomorphism). 
The proof follows from the fact that S is the direct product G x E of a 
group G and a right zero semigroup E [l]. Let a = (p, e) and b = (q,f) in S. 
The inverses of ab are (~+-l, g) as g E E. Now (q-lp-l, g) = (q-l, g)(p-1, g) E 
F,F, . So (i) follows from (3) of L emma 1. Again (q,f)(q-1, h&-l, i)(p, e) = 
(4, f>(n-‘, 4 giving (ii>. 
We now obtain representations of a left inverse semigroup S by one-to-one 
partial transformations of S. 
THEOREM 6. Let S be a left inverse semigroup and Ys be the symmetric 
inverse semigroup on the set S. For each a in S select and fix an inverse a’ of a. 
Define pa to be the mapping x + xp, = xa of Saa’ into Sa’a. Then a -+ pa is a 
homomorphism of S into §s . 
Proof. Clearly pa E Ys . All we need to show is that papI, and pa6 have the 
same domain. The domain of pab is S(ab)(ab)‘. That of papa is (Sa’a n Sbb’)p;’ . 
Now if x E Sa’a then xa’a = x and xa’ = xp’;;l. So by left-right dual of 
(A) and (C) of Th eorem 1 we obtain (Sa’a n Sbb’)p;;l = (Sa’abb’)p;;l = 
Sa’abb’a’ = Sabb’a’ = S(ab)(ab)‘. Hence the theorem. 
Let S be a left inverse semigroup and R be a W-class of S. Then there is a 
unique idempotent e in R. Let a E S and a’ be an inverse of a. Now 
x E R n Saa’ if and only if ex = x = xaa’ and xx‘ = e for some inverse 
x’ of x, and if so we have eS = xS = xaa’S = xaS and hence xa E R n Sa’a. 
The partial transformation defined below is analogous to the one given in [2]. 
Proceeding on the lines of the proof of Theorem 6 we get the following. 
THEOREM 7. Let S be a left inverse semigroup and XS be the symmetric 
inverse semigroup on the set S. Let R be a W-class of S. For each a in S select 
and jix an inverse a’ of a. Dejine pa to be the mapping x + xp, = xa of R n Saa’ 
into R n Sa’a. Then pa E 9s and a+ pa is a homomorphism of S into 9s . 
4. INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
From the definition it is immediate that a right inverse semigroup S is an 
inverse semigroup if and only if S satisfies the left-right dual of any of the 
six conditions of Theorem 1. 
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Let A be a weakly inverse semigroup. Then every principal left ideal of A 
has a unique principal idempotent generator. Every idempotent in A is a 
principal idempotent if and only if A is an inverse semigroup [9]. Therefore 
from the definition of a right (left) inverse semigroup (and left-right dual of 
(B) of Theorem 1) we get that a weakly inverse semigroup A is a right (left) 
inverse semigroup if and only if A is an inverse semigroup. 
THEOREM 8. The following conditions on a r@ht inverse semigroup S are 
equivalent. 
(A) The direct sum M* of all the dual Schiitxenberger representations of S 
is faithful. 
(B) Ifs and t are elements of S such that F, = Ft and &t, then s = t. 
(C) For each a in S select and fix an inverse a’ of a. Then Sbb’a’a C Sbb’ 
for all a, b in S. 
(D) S is a weakly inverse semigroup. 
(E) S is an inverse semigroup. 
Proof. The equivalence of (D) and (E) is shown at the beginning of this 
section. Clearly (E) implies (B) and (C). From [l], (B) implies (A) in a regular 
semigroup S. The proof is complete if we show that (A) implies (E), and (C) 
implies (E). 
Assume (A). Let e and f be idempotents of S. Let s = ef and t = fe. 
Let x E S and x’ be an inverse of x. Now sxgx gives Sefx = Sx. So 
by hypothesis on S we obtain efxx’ = xx’. This implies efx = x and we have 
sx = efx = fefx = fe(efx) = fex = tx. By symmetry txpEDx implies sx = tx. 
Therefore (s, t) E ,5l [l]. Now by (A) and [I] we get s = t. That is ef = fe, 
proving (E). 
Assume (C). Then by (B) of Theorem 1 we have a’abb’ = bb’a’a for all 
a, b in S. Let e and f be idempotents of S. Let e’ and f’ respectively be the 
chosen inverses of e and f. Let f fl be the chosen inverse of f ‘. Then 
f’ff ‘f” = f ‘f”f’f, So by (D) of Th eorem 1 we get f” = f. Therefore iff’ is the 
chosen inverse off then f is the chosen inverse off ‘. Thus e’ef ‘f = f ‘fe’e. 
This, by (D) of Theorem 1, gives ef = fe and we get (E). 
Remark 3. An example of a right inverse semigroup not satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 5 or 8 is given by S = {ea = e, f s = f, efe = fe and 
fd = ef 1. 
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